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Abstract. As a human being we live in a multi-bounded world we ourselves 
constantly create, re-create, coordinate or overpass in order to modulate our 
current relationship with the surrounding environment and with the others and to 
reconstruct the past experiences in  consistently  novel ways. In this process we 
are inevitably operating on the boundary--  of the time between past and future. A 
border has three contradictory characteristics: (1) it both separates and unites two 
parts of a whole, (2)  in its functions it enhances ambiguity while it simultaneously 
decreases it, and (3) the Gestalt qualities of the whole are determined not by the 
parts but by the borders that make the parts mutually related.  Yet a fourth 
characteristic is needed in the case of dynamic systems of developmental kind--  
the connection between the flow of time and the conditions of the border which are 
neither avoidable nor fixed.  That connection gives form to human experience in its 
perennial transformation in the irreversible time. In this perspective it is the 
constantly changing boundary we call the Present is the real border between the 
Past and the Future. In this chapter we seek to explore the notion of Border-
Construction and Border Management  in mind and in society bringing them to link 
with the remembering processes in human social lives within some specific social 
institutions (i.e. schools, museums, cemeteries). 

 
 
We all make distinctions, and every distinction creates a border (Figure 1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Making a distinction, creating a border 
 

A B The border is here, 
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The border can be marked by a demarcation device (line, wall, silence, etc) or it can be a 
zone that separates the distinguished fields.  Ontological distinctions are well represented 
on geographical maps—the structure of various borders is marked, but their history is not. 
History becomes discernible in the case of such maps only through their structural 
comparisons across time (Figure 2) 
 

                                              
 

       Lödose anno 1600         Göteborg 1864 
 
Figure 2.  Comparison of structures across time: from Lödose to Göteborg 
 
However, structural comparisons across time—be these of maps, or of children whose 
progress through years in school is investigated by comparing synchronic “slices” of the 
sample across time (year by year at school) through correlational techniques—are blind to 
the processes that underlie the transition across time.  Both (most of) longitudinal studies 
in child psychology, and historical reconstructions of how a place has changed from one 
form into another, fail to understand development.  Or—they claim they understand 
development but they merely describe outcomes of some latent processes of 
development. However, description of (even a sequence of) outcomes gives no guarantee 
for the study of development. 
 
 How is this issue relevant for understanding memory? Most directly—memory is 
about development.  Processes of remembering, constructive re-cognition, and forgetting 
are all processes that happen on the border zone between the past and the future. A 
task for remembering something is oriented towards the future, a task of recalling 
something (here and now) is about some function of it for the immediate future.  When we 
will lose our external memory (cell phone) and need to remember the phone number of the 
person we want to call it is for the immediate future of making the phone call. When a child 
is remembering something during an exam it is for getting a mark. When a government 
erects a monument to a general (or tears down another to another general who is a 
deposed leader of the losing country in a war it is all about the anticipated future. etc..  
Memory serves the future, and the future is ambiguous (Figure 3) 

We can see 
the difference 

but have no idea 
by what processes 

It came about 
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Figure 3  Transformation of Karl Marx at the Wendezeit in Chemnitz 
 
 
Developmental psychology of socio-cultural kind has had to deal with the theoretically 
difficult issue—that of the border between where the developing person currently is, and 
where s/he is not yet (but is likely to be). That border is fixed on one side—that of the 
division of the present and the past, but is open towards the future. Psychologists have 
had hard time understanding that some concepts are theoretically useful precisely 
because they cannot “be measured” (Figure 4) 
 

 
 
Figure 4. ZPD—Zone of Proximal Development as the border zone of development 
into the future 
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Memory, practices and borders in social institutions: the case of cemeteries 
 
Last year we took part to the Copenhagen Summer School  during  which we made a field 
trip as a part of didactic activity. This field work was based on a walking experience in the 
Copenhagen centre aiming to discover places where we find development (and its cultural 
organization). Since the path was unknown in advance to the participants and we were 
mainly an international group, our trip was a real urban adventure. At certain point all the 
walking group enters in what seemed a beautiful garden (Figure 5) where we saw people 
walking with the dog, riding a cycle or running as well as a mother breastfeeding the child 
sitting on the bench or children playing. 
 

 
 
Figure 5 The Entrance to a park (which is a cemetery) 
 

Only ten minutes later (after entering) by seeing some bounded regions of the garden with 

specific kind of demarcations and ornaments (Figure 6 and 7) became evident where we 
were. It was a cemetery (Assistens Kirkegard, Copenhagen).  
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Figure 6 A grave (Assistens Kirkegard, Copenhagen) 
 

 
 
Figure 7  An area for graves  (Assistens Kirkegard, Copenhagen) 
 

Paradoxically—or seemingly so-- in a space for remembering the death there were many 
mundane forms of human living. Moreover, entering the cemetery was very like a natural 
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thing (as in the case of a public garden) as if the exterior walls of the burial space were 
highly permeable to the surrounding lives (or the life around penetrated with fluidity in that 
specific space). So, the fluidity (openness) in accessing and living that space as well as 
the present/past dimensions became here the key elements making evident the Border 
and Time issues in the individual and collective remembering processes.  

If we refer to the Barker’s notion of behavioral settings (1968) we must admit that 
the Assistens Kirkegard in Copenhagen seems a violation of the social rules and of the 
expectations of acting in a specific way in a particular setting. But in our view that place 
represents an expanded expression of the main feature of each and every cemetery which 
is, basically, its liminality. A cemetery is a liminal space between public and private as well 
as between past and present. It is a public space, creates by humans to honorably deal 
with the private mourning and the individual death and where the actual moment (of the 
living being) is linked with the real past (i.e. remembering biographical snapshot of 
relatives) or with an imaginary past in the case of all the other unknown cemetery 
habitants (Valsiner, 2014). Cemetery is a culturally functional place, socially set up as an 
interface between religious supernatural system and the natural decomposition of the dead 
body.  

As any border zone, cemetery shows an inherent ambivalence. It is built like an 
home (very often even in its architectonical features) for the dead persons who are usually 
furnished with many personal things in the grave (for their daily routines) but  it is placed 
somewhere far from the living’s home. So, cemetery, at same time, keeps the distance 
and makes links between life and death that is exactly what borders do—separate by 
unifying (Simmel, 1994). So do the ruins. 

 
The “Janus-faced” nature of the borders. Borders both connect and divide, at the same 
time.. They are the result of the highly sophisticated human capability to make distinctions 
in order to regulate the fluid dynamicity of the ambiguous environments. The border 
construction is based on three sub-processes: meaning-making, distinction-making and 
value-adding. Trough this three-phase psychological system the individuals try to lessen 
the ambiguity articulating, differentiating and hierarchically organizing the relationship whit 
the others and the environments. Once the borders are constructed, they are projected in 
the social settings guiding behavior and mental functioning (Valsiner, 1999, 2007). So, the 
same people who built the borders are engaged in a process of border-maintaining and 
the borders in itself is “naturalized”  regulating, in such a way, the human social actions 
(Marsico, Cabell, Valsiner, Kharlamov, 2013).  
 
Cemetery Borders and Time. The ambivalent function of the borders that simultaneously 
separate and unify, regulate also the way in which people relates with their dead relatives 
in the cemetery. Suffice is, with this respect, to consider  on one side, the limits in time visit 
and, on the other side, the overabundant forms of decorations of the small bounded space 
where the coffin is located. That include sometime a strong aesthetics effort in gardening 
the grave’s area (or in marking it somehow) made by the living people as a form of 
“affectivating”1 the burial-ground.  

                                                 
1
 This is a neologism referred to the ways in which psychology could theorize the affective nature of human 

social relationships with the environment. To emphasize the affective and actions-based nature of that 
process we have created a term (affectivating= affect + activating). It indicates the two-sided (Person  
Environment and Environment  Person) process of relating—treating that relating as primarily an affective 
(and secondarily cognitive) process. Briefly—We affectivate environments that, in that process, turn us 
affectively tuned to them.  This process entails a whole range of acts by a person—from body decorations to 
clothing to creating the “feeling of home” in one’s house or temporary place of being. 
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The cemetery is a real borderland also because it connects the “here and now” with 
the “there and then”. Thus the memory practices in reconstructing the past life are 
experiencing on the border of the present (through codified forms of burring and  honoring) 
towards un unknown future. The memorial functions of the deceased take place on the 
border between death and life acting like a point of contact (and not only of division)  
(Marsico, 2013) between living person and  who is passed away. 

The present time, in such a way is the border where the remembering process is 
given, but  these act of representing or reconstructing the past lived experiences is linked 
with the future as a projection (a light into the obscurity) of what will happen sometimes in 
our life’s course  towards the unavoidable final limit of the death. According to Simmel: 

“In every single moment of life we are those who must die, and each moment 
would be different if this were not in effect our predetermined condition. Just as 
we are hardly already present at the moment of our birth, but rather something 
is continuously being born from us, so too do we hardly die only in our last 
moment… Death limits, that is, it gives form to life, not just in the hour of death, 
but also continuously colouring all life’s contents “ (Simmel, 2007a, p. 74). 

Living infinitely between two finalities  

A living being experiences his relation with the world on the border between immediate 
present- an infinite small time that links the vanishing past and the approaching 
unrevealed future (Abbey 2014; Valsiner, 1998). Our interfacing psyche constantly work on 
the frontier of personal and external world and on the past and future (constantly dealing 
with the uncertainty of the future).  We can think of quadratic unity of two dualities of 
infinite kind—the INSIDE/OUTSIDE and PAST/FUTURE (after C. S. Peirce—Valsiner, 
1998, p. 243)—Figure 8.  
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Figure 8. Quadratic unity of INSIDE<>OUTSIDE and PAST<>FUTURE 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
According to Figure 8, the person is constantly coordinating four infinities—or two 
oppositional mutually linked pairs. The contrast of being “hardly present” in our moments 
of birth and death can be interpreted as entrance into the infinity of PAST<>FUTURE 
relations where through our lives we are constantly in the process of creating something 
new (“something is continuously being born from us”). New adaptation process takes place 
precisely at the intersection of the two dualities—INNER/OUTER tension between the 
uncertainties of subjective and social kinds, and PAST/FUTURE tension of the 
uncertainties about the future. That novelty construction can go beyond one’s death—as 
people’s concerns about the scripts for their own funeral ceremonies indicate.  

As Simmel (2007) has underlined, the past and future have their outer borders (the 
birth and death) nevertheless their relation is asymmetric since the future is unknowable in 
advance and the past is progressively forgettable. Yet “the process of imagining both the 
future and re-imagining the past are psychological work arenas for living one’s life“ 
(Valsiner, 2014, p 77).  We live forward while looking backward into history (Figure 9) 

FINALITY of HAVING BEEN BORN 
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Figure  9. TEM- the Trajectory Equifinality Model  
 
TEM is a model to look at the processes of construction of the future while referencing the 
past.  Two oppositions—reconstructed memory of A<>B—and the imagined future (C<>D) 
are set up into a dialogue at the temporal border zone of the Present.  Three of the four 
components (B, C, D) are imaginary, and only one (A) is a reconstructed version of 
whatever happened in the past.  Bartlett’s classic empirical demonstrations of the 
reconstructive nature of memory functions makes sense from this theoretical perspective. 
Memory could not be of any other kind but creatively reconstructive, as it operates 
constantly in the border zone of moving the future into the past. 
 
Entering two other places for memory practices: a school,  and a museum 
 
What do schools and museums have in common with cemeteries? It is not so hard to 
recognize that the three of them deal with a collective memory (in a different ways) and 
allow the individuals to live an experience in the present that is linked with the past (and 
also in connection with the future). While museums is related more to the imaginary past, 
schools are more connected with the imaginary future. Both of them are based on a settled 
system of knowledge trying to provide, to the new generations, the highest level of human 
creation.  

Roughly speaking, cemetery, museum and school make available a qualitative 
different ways to approach the codified memories that should be more “contemplative” in 
cemetery and museum and more “active” at school. For instance, the aesthetic pleasure in 
looking at the La Venere of Botticelli at Uffizi Gallery in Florence is different from studying 
the body proportions or the use of colors in that painting in the Art Class at school, making 
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also some experiment in transforming the artistic way to represent the woman beauty. It is 
quite evident that cemetery, school and museum’s main goal is not only keeping the 
collective memories but activating or reactivating the memorial practices as a basis for our 
knowledge and living experience. Despite this commonality there is an extremely 
meaningful difference regarding the way in which is possible to entering these social 
settings. Here the institutional borders and their guided regulation of human actions are 
the core for our discussion. 
 

Let us start with some evidence. There are daily and weekly time limits in all these 
places (i.e the schools are generally open only some hours during the days and closed the 
night, the cemeteries are open on the weekend till the sunset, etc.). There are also some 
restrictions for people entering: anybody has free access to the cemetery; anybody has 
access to the museum, but in general after paying a ticket; no anybody can enter the 
school. The openness/closeness dynamic is what makes the institutional borders more or 
less permeable strongly guiding the crossing boundaries between inside/outside these 
contexts (Marsico, 2013). The highly fluidity in accessing Assistens Kirkegard in 
Copenhagen seems in contrast with the common way the students enter the school each 
morning (Figure 10).  
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Figure 10  The INSIDE<>OUTSIDE relationship of a social organization  
 
A recent, still ongoing, study on the morning entrance routine at primary school in Italy and 
Brazil documents the rules and the social devises that regulates the access showing  the 
rigidity of the borders control (Figure 11 and 12). 
   

 

 
Figure 11.  Primary School Courtyard in Province of Naples (South Italy).  
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Figure 12.  Primary School Entrance in Salvador da Bahia (Brazil) 
 
The yellow strips in Figure 11 in the Italian Primary School Courtyard is not for parking the 
cars but for grouping  the students of each class before entering the school. In the figure 
12  instead, the small window in the outer wall of Brazilian Primary School, is the cabin for 
the guardian who checks and regulates the inside/outside transit when the main door of 
the school is locked after starting the lessons. 

The daily entrance (and exit) routine from the school, as shown in the figures, is 
strongly regulated. It happens following specific institutional rules that makes the borders 
very rigid and the school sometimes inaccessible from the exterior. It is similar to what 
occurs in others social setting like hospital division, prisons, military zone (i.e. barracks for 
army) etc. Yet, it is only the specific general case of school where the memory practices 
are expected to be connected with the learning process and, consequently, to be of 
relevance for human development. 
 
Memory practice and learning: experiences while crossing boundaries 
 
Some recent attempts in lessening the school boundary rigidity- reinforcing the learning 
process through the memory practices- is represented by the didactic centre in the 
museums. In this case the school comes “outside”, crossing the boundaries and entering 
the “contemplative territory” of the artistic and collective memories. This relocation of the 
learning process in a new place for memory implies, of course, a profound re-vamping of 
the classical teaching/learning process in favour of an  active involvement of the children in 
manipulating, discovering and “working on” the historical artefacts thanks to their physical 
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availability (i.e. in the Museum of Science in possible to interact and/or reproduce the 
major scientific discoveries). Despite the relocation of the “school” into the “museum” 
overpass the borders of the classical educational system, this crossing boundaries 
experience still happens under some kind of limitations since the museum has not a free 
entrance and is not a daily context for the students (and it is an unknown place for the 
major part of young generations living in poor area).  

The school and cemetery, instead, seem two far territories and their relation 
appears almost episodic and limited to some collective celebrations as the Memorial Day. 
Yet, a certain kind of crossing boundaries experience among these two social institutions 
would be of great impact in supporting the learning process through the memory. The 
Figure 13 shows a meaningful example of a daily encounter with the past in an educational 
setting and of a permeability of borders.  
 
    

 
 

Figure  13.  Etruscan tombs in the school garden (Pontecagnano, SA, Italy) 
 

 
In the same place the students carry out their ordinary activities, they can meet the past, 
entering the tomb and learning about all the ancient burial procedure as well as all the 
history of local community that was an Etruscan Necropolis. Memory, Learning and Art find 
here a synthesis giving to the ruin (the tomb) a new educational meaning (Simmel, 1959).  
 

Conclusion: Memory of the future 
 

At wider level of analysis we can say that different places of social encounters-- school, 
cemetery and museum-- provide to the individual a set of experiences that takes place in a 
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present time dealing with both the past and the future moment. Learning process as well 
as the entire human development links the past (the memory practices) with the future in 
the present making the boundary between present (including elements from the past) and 
the future the real space for “becoming” (Marsico, 2014). Developmental psychology 
needs to understand the ever-liminal position of the developing person—in order to exit 
from its own borderline location among different sciences. 
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